TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF BUILDING SPECIFIC/SITE SPECIFIC
INDICATED TASKS ARE FOR COMPLETING WEB SCHEDULING

(1) Building Specific Plumbing Component

Interior Sanitary Drain & Vent
Exterior Sanitary Bldg Sewer

(2) Building and Site Specific

Building Specific

Exterior Water Service
Municipal Sewer Main
Municipal H2O Main

Site Specific

Sanitary private interceptor main sewer
Private Water Main
Municipal Sewer Main
Municipal H2O Main
Municipal mains not reviewed by Safety & Bldgs
Site Specific

All storm piping within, under or serving building

(3) Site Specific Storm

Storm Inlets
All Site Specific
Storm Inlets
All storm piping inside and outside of buildings is site specific.

(4) Request Interior & Exterior Approval

Bldg 1
Bldg 2
Bldg 3

(5)

Web - 1 Building Specific Plumbing Component
0 Site Specific Plumbing Component

Bldg 1
Request Interior Only Approval

(6) Request Interior & Exterior Approval

Bldg 1
Bldg 2
Bldg 3

All Storm is site specific

WEB LISTING

Building Specific

Exterior Water Service
Exterior Water Service
Municipal Sewer Main
Municipal H2O Main

Site Specific

Sanitary private interceptor main sewer
Private Water Main
Municipal Sewer Main
Municipal H2O Main
Municipal mains not reviewed by Safety & Bldgs
Site Specific

All storm piping within, under or serving building

(1) Exterior Sanitary Building Sewer (Building Specific)

(2) Exterior Sanitary Building Sewer (Building Specific)

(3) Exterior Sanitary Building Sewer (Building Specific)

(4) Exterior Sanitary Building Sewer (Building Specific)

(5) Exterior Sanitary Building Sewer (Building Specific)

(6) Exterior Sanitary Building Sewer (Building Specific)

WEB - 6 Identical Building Specific Plumbing Components
2 Site Specific Plumbing Components

WEB - 6 Identical Building Specific Plumbing Components
2 Site Specific Plumbing Components
Roof Drains

Storm Inlets - Typical

Storm Building Sewer

Sanitary Building Sewer

Water Service

Municipal Sanitary Sewer Main

Municipal Water Main

Municipal Storm Main

Web – 1 building specific plumbing component
(this includes the sanitary building sewer, water service, interior water distribution and sanitary drain and vent)

1 site specific plumbing component
(this includes the storm building sewer and all interior storm drain piping)